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Background information 

 

We are told that our unsustainable fiscal path can only be fixed by one of two painful options – 

to Raise Taxes or Cut Spending.  You can find these statements echoed by both political 

parties, many think tanks, and so on.  There is a veritable chorus of the “smartest people in the 

room” chanting the mantra that we can only Raise Taxes or Cut Spending. 

I believe there is a genuine third option which eliminates the pain and produces a huge Win –

Win outcome for everyone.  In my 43-year quest to persuade our nation to embrace this third 

option, I’ve had remarkable success at the grassroots level throughout the political spectrum 

(see the Credibility page of this submission). 

But the executive level – elected officials and their extended infrastructure and entourage in 

Washington, Wall Street, academia and media – is where the brainwashing is most deeply 

entrenched.  They simply aren’t open to the idea that there might be a third option.  So much of 

their “system” is geared to believing that the two painful options are all we have … they just 

cannot process the idea that a third way can eliminate the pain. 

I’m hopeful that PolitiFact can help break through the brainwashing by accepting this 

submission for fact-checking and publishing your findings.  (update:  as of 09/09/18, 17 of 18 

PolitiFact addressees have not responded, while PolitiFact Texas declined to take it up; nor 

have 17 other fact-checking entities responded.) 

To assist you in checking the facts (since you will easily be inundated by the chorus of 

conventional wisdom in favor of the statements), I’ve included in this submission several pages 

of information supporting my claim of a genuine third option.  The “rest of the story”! 

I recommend that you read this material up through the specific fact-checking statements first, 

then go to www.theERtrain.com and view the three short animated videos plus read the FAQ’s.  

That will give you the story pretty well.  Then come back to the submission and read the rest of 

the material addressing how we respond to the two main concerns which always pop up (safety 

and rate of return), plus review the Credibility section. 

I will be delighted to assist you with any follow-up you seek, including traveling to St. Petersburg 

to confer in person if you wish (or anywhere else if public employees pursue the ER solution).  

This is my life’s calling, and I have 43 years invested in this quest.  My kids keep encouraging 

me to not quit, to keep trying.  I hope you will help. 

 

Thank you. 

 

  

http://www.theertrain.com/
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“Cut to the chase” summary of the proposal 

 

Situation:        Congress today consumes an amount equal to 30% of covered payroll to fund 

                 existing Social Security and Medicare benefits. 
 

            The Trustees Reports project that the cost rate will reach 57% by 2092-95. 
  

                       The same benefits are provided by life insurance companies and public employee 

                            pension plans for 2.5% of covered payroll. 
 

                       This 12:1 waste factor (the 30% vs. 2.5%) is the root cause of our unsustainable 

                            fiscal path; it’s wrecking our economy. 

 

Opportunity:    To rescue ourselves, and our children and grandchildren, from the unsustainable 

                 fiscal path, we must convert Social Security and Medicare to personal accounts. 
 

          To do that, we … 
 

    Sign over to a "Master Trust" of life insurance companies and public employee 

         pension plans, the right to receive our payroll taxes for the next 90 years. 
 

    Get a fixed annuity equaling our accrued Social Security benefit under existing 

           rules. 
 

    Get a fixed annuity equaling average expenditures per Medicare beneficiary, 

           with which we pay the per-capita premium for that insurance. 
 

    Get a variable annuity aimed at doubling our Social Security benefits. 
 

    Have the Master Trust assume the obligation to pay these annuities as legally 

           enforceable contracts. 
 

                Continue to pay the payroll taxes we already pay. 
 

The Master Trust’s starting portfolio is the ownership of that portion of the stream of payroll-tax 

receipts designated to pay the transition cost.  Corporate stocks and bonds will steadily be added 

to the portfolio by investing the portion of payroll-tax receipts designated as the permanent 

contribution rate.  The stream of payroll taxes will be the dominant asset for 60 years. 

 

The Master Trust will also pay off the national debt over the next 90 years, using the portion of 

payroll-tax receipts designated for that purpose. 

 

By that time – the end of the transition cost in 90 years – the portfolio will consist entirely of the 

investments; the payroll tax can then be reduced to just the permanent contribution rate. 

  

In theory, Congress can have SSA do this; all it takes is an honest fiduciary running it the way a 

retirement plan should.  Based on their abysmal 80-year track record, I don't trust Congress to 

keep their hand out of the cookie jar, so I advocate using the Master Trust to do this for us. 
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Special introduction for public employees 

 

Stymied by pervasive brainwashing and fear about Social Security, Medicare and unfunded 

State and local liabilities, we need a way to break through the brainwashing and fear, to make it 

safe to have the conversation about fixing our unsustainable fiscal path.  Public employees 

running interference for ER will do that. 

 

What if … Trump and public employees declare that “the way both political parties have 

run it, this is a terrible deal at both the federal, State and local levels” and then bring the 

ER solution forward as a way to secure the benefits promised to our public employees, 

without crushing everyone else with tax hikes?  A huge Win-Win for everyone! 
 

Once they look at it calmly, public employees will easily see that this is just a comparison of two 

different tools for accomplishing a task.  No different than, say, firefighters comparing a bucket 

brigade to a fire truck.  A low-productivity tool vs. a high-productivity tool. 

 

Yes, the bucket brigade avoids the risk of a fire truck running over someone.  But the bucket 

brigade also fails to extinguish the blaze, putting only 60 gallons per minute on the fire.  One 

can only claim the bucket brigade is “safe” if one does not count the harm done by failing to put 

out the fire.  So we make the rational decision to use the fire truck, which puts 1,000 gpm on the 

fire and successfully extinguishes the blaze.  Yes, there are risks associated with using the fire 

truck, so we take precautions to mitigate those risks and make sure we operate the fire truck 

effectively … so that we gain the benefit of the higher productivity tool. 

 

We use training, maintenance and awareness to mitigate the risks.  Bright red paint, warning 

lights, sirens and driver education for awareness.  Whenever firefighters are on duty, they 

constantly conduct training, inspect their equipment and keep it in good working order.  Again, 

we take precautions to mitigate those risks and make sure we operate the fire truck effectively 

… so that we gain the benefit of the higher productivity tool. 

 

Similarly, we compare the Transfer-Payment funding method to the Retirement-Plan funding 

method.  A low-productivity tool vs. a high-productivity tool.  Yes, the Transfer-Payment funding 

method bears no stock-market risk.  But one can only claim the Transfer-Payment funding 

method is “safe” if one does not count the harm done by imposing the 12:1 waste factor on our 

economy and plunging us down the unsustainable fiscal path. 

 

The rational decision is to use the Retirement-Plan funding method, putting compound interest 

to work for us and successfully funding our retirement obligations without crushing our children 

and grandchildren with tax increases.  Yes, there are risks associated with using the 

Retirement-Plan funding method, so we take precautions to mitigate those risks and make sure 

we operate the plan effectively … so that we gain the benefit of the higher productivity tool. 
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If we eliminate the 12:1 waste factor, then we can boost Social Security benefits and fund the 

public employee pensions and OPEB (other post-employment benefits, usually retiree health 

care) as promised while we all get relieved of the unfunded liabilities without a tax hike.  We all 

secure our retirement income and health care, without crushing our children and grandchildren. 

 

Both parties have long since taken public employees for granted.  Democrats assume you’ve 

got nowhere else to go, Republicans assume you’re married to the Democrats … so neither one 

has bothered coming to you with a solution.   Partner with Trump to solve the problem, and 

show both parties that you will not be taken for granted, that you demand results for your votes. 

 

How do we get to the 2.5% contribution rate?  Here’s a quick proof.   

 

According to the 2017 TX Teacher Retirement CAFR, they charge a total contribution rate of 

14.50% to provide benefits starting at an average retirement age of 60 with 24 years of service.  

They target earning a 5.50% real rate of return, net of investment expenses. 

 

Those investment expenses equal nearly .9% of assets.  Collecting the stream of payroll tax 

receipts and forwarding it to the designated recipients will not require much in the way of 

investment expenses, so 6.40% is a reasonable rate of return to forecast in an environment 

without those investment expenses, given the same risk profile. 

 

TX TRS would be able to shift their risk profile closer to the market average when dealing with 

47 years of service rather than 24, due to the reduced volatility over a longer period, and thus 

move closer to the market average return of about 8%.  Between these two factors – greatly 

reduced investment expenses and less volatility – we can reasonably project an improvement to 

6.50% in the real rate of return.  That’s what we use in the ER calculations. 

 

Social Security is scheduled for a retirement age of 67, with presumably 47 years of service.  To 

compare TX TRS to the Social Security business model, we make three adjustments: 

 

1. the change in retirement age means seven fewer years of benefits, reducing the balance 

which needs to be accumulated at age 60 by about 26%; 

 

2. the additional seven years of compounding to age 67 reduces the burden by a further 

31%; and 

 

3. the different years of service spreads the burden of accumulating the needed balance up 

to age 60 across 40 years of contributions and compounding instead of just 24 years. 

 

There is some overlap between these three factors, but the net result is an 83% reduction in the 

contribution rate, from 14.50% down to 2.50%. 
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            Highlights of the Deal for Public Employees 
 

Line Item of Retirement Benefits for 
Public Employees  
 
( all figures expressed as % Wage Replacement ) 

What’s 
Been 

Promised 

What’s Funded 
with Today’s 
Assets and 

Contribution or 
Tax Rates 

 

What’s 
Funded w/ 

ER 

Employer Pension   70   52       70 

Social Security   42   31       42 

    SUB-TOTAL, cash income 112   83     112 

Our children and grandchildren’s 
   burden for Medicare shortfall     ( *** ) 

    0 - 27 
 

       0 

Our children and grandchildren’s 
   burden for retiree health care (OPEB) 

    0 - 20 
 

       0 

    GRAND TOTAL, 
         NET  family cash income 

112   36     112 

      ( *** )   Medicare & Disability benefits   45   18       45 
 

 

COMPONENTS  of  the  SOCIAL  SECURITY  and  MEDICARE  FIX 

LAYER  of the 12:1  How it’s used in conversion to the Retirement-Plan funding method 

$    1  This layer funds existing Social Security and Medicare benefits 

$    1 
 This layer funds a doubling of Social Security benefits, plus brings 
 Medicare to paying 100¢ on the dollar instead of 72¢, eliminating a 
 large part of the cost-shifting of health care onto workers 

$    3 
 By Master Trust taking responsibility for net interest on the national 
 debt plus the Social Security and Medicare shortfall, this layer 
 effectively stays with Treasury and helps balance the budget 

$    7 

 This layer is the revenue stream that forms the starting portfolio of 
 Master Trust, valued at $80 trillion, putting every current retiree and 
 worker on the “Curve” with the starting value they need to finish 
 paying their benefits and/or be on track for accumulating their 
 targeted balance at retirement age 

$  12  What we currently pay (30% of covered payroll vs. 2.5%) 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 
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Explanatory Notes to Highlights of the Deal for Public Employees 
 

Here’s what we have to work with, the next 90 years of payroll-tax receipts shown at today’s 

present value, to be our starting portfolio ($ in trillions): 
 

Component of the starting portfolio  ( PV means Present Value ) TOTAL 

PV of years 1-70, receipts on payroll up to 1.6% annual growth in real GDP, 

      discounted at 6.50% real rate of return 
28 

PV of years 1-70, receipts on payroll from 1.6% to 4.0% annual growth in real GDP, 

      discounted at 6.50% real rate of return 
16 

Sub-total of 6.50% rate, used for Retirement-Plan obligations 44 

PV of years 71-90, receipts on payroll up to 1.6% annual growth in real GDP, 

      discounted at 3.50% real rate of return 
  6 

PV of years 71-90, receipts on payroll from 1.6% to 4.0% annual growth in real GDP, 

      discounted at 3.50% real rate of return 
30 

Sub-total of 3.50% rate, used for general debt obligations and reserves 36 

GRAND TOTAL available in starting portfolio 80 

 
Component of today’s unfunded liabilities we can 

fund with the starting portfolio  ( PV means Present Value ) 
Federal 

State & 

Local 

PV of existing Social Security benefits for all current retirees, workers & 

      others, discounted at 6.50% real rate of return   (42% wage-replacement) 
10  

PV of additional Social Security benefits for all current retirees, workers & 

      others, discounted at 6.50% real rate of return   (47% wage-replacement) 
11 1 

PV of existing Medicare benefits for all current retirees, workers & others, 

      discounted at 6.50% real rate of return   (paying 72% of cost) 
14 1 

PV of additional Medicare benefits for all current retirees, workers & others, 

      discounted at 6.50% real rate of return   (paying 28% of cost) 
  5 1 

Sub-total of items discounted at 6.50% rate 40 3 

National debt, excl. that held by Social Security & Medicare Trust Funds 18  

Provision for the Disability Trust Fund within the Social Security program   3  

   10% contingency reserve for Retirement-Plan & debt obligations   6  

   Available as reserve for Medicaid, infrastructure, health care, et. al. 10  

GRAND TOTAL, uses of the amount available in starting portfolio 80 

 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 
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Everyone gets an account with the balance needed to fund existing benefits.  The rationale is, at 

30% vs. 2.50% … we’ve all paid for these benefits several times over!  Everyone who buys stuff 

has paid the whole FICA tax rate and the income tax rate in the prices we pay.  Everyone who 

pays income taxes has paid a further amount out of their own income.  And everyone who pays 

payroll taxes has paid an additional further amount out of their own income. 

 

So we’ve all paid for these benefits, many times over.  Converting to the Retirement-Plan 

funding method enables us to double the Social Security benefits and bring Medicare up to 

paying 100¢ on the dollar instead of just 72¢.  That eliminates almost half of the cost-shifting of 

health care costs onto workers, and triggers a 10% reduction in list prices.  Thus, everyone who 

has been paying for health care will begin paying 10% less. 

 

 

 

Unfunded pension and OPEB (retiree health care) liabilities at the State and local level look like 

they total about three trillion dollars.  That’s if everyone else’s OPEB ratio equals the average of 

City of New Braunfels and State of Texas.  For those two, whose CAFRs I studied, the average 

is that the unfunded OPEB liability equals 29% of the gross pension liability.  But that average is 

8% for NB and 50% for TX, so there could be some over/under in that estimate of three trillion 

dollars.  No worries, though, we’ve still got ten trillion in reserve after allocating the three trillion! 

 

Public employees get an account with the existing Social Security benefits, just like everyone 

else, because they’ve paid for it many times over just like everyone else.  The portion of the 

starting portfolio that would otherwise be attributable to increasing the Social Security benefits 

and funding Medicare benefits for public employees, is transferred to the respective State and 

local plans to eliminate their unfunded pension and OPEB liabilities. 

 

Everyone enjoys a substantial increase from what is funded today:  private sector employees 

get the additional layer of Social Security benefits and Medicare increased to 100¢ on the dollar; 

public employees get the existing layer of Social Security benefits and their pension and OPEB 

benefits fully funded.  Job data indicates public employees equal about ten per cent of all 

workers, so we used that factor to estimate the share of starting portfolio available for State and 

local liabilities.  Again, any variance of actual vs. that estimate, or of eligibility for Medicare vs. 

OPEB, can easily be covered by the ten trillion still in reserve.  This will work, if we just do it! 

 

There are many ways to combine and allocate these sources and uses, so this is not a “take-it-

or-leave-it” proposition.  It is simply an effort to show the opportunity we have, that we can solve 

these fiscal challenges with a huge Win-Win for everyone if we eliminate the 12:1 waste factor. 

  

1 

2 
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Statements submitted for fact-checking 

 

“We have only two options for handling Social Security and Medicare:  

Raise Taxes or Cut Benefits.” 

Critical fact(s) ignored that would give a different impression:  this is true only under the 

condition that Congress keeps taking the money out of our retirement plan and spending 

it.  If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so 

that it does what it is supposed to do … then we will neither need to raise taxes nor cut 

benefits.  We will free up abundant resources which enable us to freeze tax rates while 

more than doubling our Social Security benefits! 

 

“We don’t need to do anything right away; the Trust Fund(s) have a 

combined surplus of $3.2 trillion that will pay benefits through 2026 

(for Medicare) and 2034 (for Social Security).” 

Critical fact(s) ignored that would give a different impression:  the Trust Fund “surplus” 

consists of IOU’s from Congress.  Benefits will need to be paid in cash.  Where will 

Congress get the cash to repay these IOU’s?  The Trustees Reports show that they will 

get the cash by doubling the taxes they take out of our children’s and grandchildren’s 

paychecks! 

One would have to be a singularly unloving parent or grandparent, to claim that making 

our children and grandchildren suffer … qualifies as a financial “asset”!  Certainly 

Congress can keep on forcibly seizing more and more cash from our children and 

grandchildren, and in that sense the programs face no need of repair; the question is, 

can we view this practice of making future generations suffer a declining standard of 

living … and honestly describe that as a “surplus” for the current generation? 

 

 

On the next two pages are several follow-on, ancillary statements which ignore the same critical 

fact(s) that this is true only under the condition that Congress keeps taking the money out of our 

retirement plan and spending it.  It might be helpful to include these in the fact-checking as well, 

in order to demonstrate the full scope of this topic’s significance.  
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“Because we have scarce resources, we must have government 

conduct the rationing of health care to assure that access to health 

care is apportioned fairly.” 

If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so that it 

does what it is supposed to do … then we will free up abundant resources which enable 

us to pay for all the health care that doctors and patients decide is appropriate! 

 

“America’s system of capitalism and free markets produces 

enormous inequality of incomes and wealth.” 

This isn’t being done by capitalism and free markets – it’s being done by government 

monopoly forcing monumental inefficiency and wiping out what is normally the largest 

asset for nearly every family. 

If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so that it 

does what it is supposed to do … then we will restore each family’s wealth and sharply 

raise everyone’s standard of living by enabling all to participate in ownership of the 

economy!  Inequality will greatly subside.  Ability & effort will still make a difference, but 

every family putting forth average effort will enjoy plenty. 

 

“The national debt is our greatest threat to national security.” 

If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so that it 

does what it is supposed to do … then we will free up abundant resources which enable 

us to pay off the debt! 

 

“We are on an unsustainable fiscal path; there is no “silver bullet” to 

fix these deficits – we must raise taxes or cut spending.” 

If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so that it 

does what it is supposed to do … then we will free up abundant resources which enable 

us to balance all the budgets (local, State and federal) and pay for all the services we 

want government to provide! 
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“America is full of racism and hatred.” 

If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so that it 

does what it is supposed to do … then we will take away the tool which keeps minorities 

down, and eliminate the need to fight each other! 

I think much of our political fighting is induced by Washington limiting us to just the two 

painful options (Raise Taxes / Cut Benefits).  It isn’t spawned by hatred, but by fear – we 

naturally choose up sides and fight like hell to make sure the pain gets put on the other 

guy.  But if we eliminate the pain, then we eliminate the cause of the fighting! 

 

“America has a low savings rate.” 

No.  We don’t.  We have an abundant savings rate; we’re saving 12 times what we need 

to.  We just suffer a hideous embezzlement rate.  The fiduciary (Congress) takes all the 

money out of our retirement plan and spends it.  The way to solve an embezzlement 

problem is not to put even more money in and just hope the embezzler won’t take it all. 

To solve an embezzlement problem, we cut off the embezzler’s access to our money, 

have the sheriff recover our assets, and turn the program over to honest fiduciaries. 

If we make Congress leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so that it 

does what it is supposed to do … then we will immediately begin enjoying the fruits of 

our abundant savings rate!  All of us, a huge Win-Win for everyone. 

 

After fact-checking and concluding that the above statements in RED are MOSTLY FALSE, 

I hope you would then also report that the below statement in GREEN is TRUE: 

 

“There is a genuine third option, proven safe and successful for 

centuries, which eliminates the pain and produces a huge Win–Win 

outcome for everyone.  This is called the Retirement-Plan funding 

method.  It is easily within our grasp if we cooperate with each other 

to a modest degree.” 

 

[     now, please go explore  www.theERtrain.com  and 

           then return here to resume reading the submission    ] 

  

http://www.theertrain.com/
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Asset Misappropriation 

 

According to the Institute of Internal Auditors publication “SARBANES-OXLEY SECTION 404:  

A Guide for Management by Internal Controls Practitioners”, 2nd Edition, January 2008: 

The key to an efficient consideration of fraud is to focus on fraud schemes that could 

result in a material misstatement of the financials.  Many thefts and frauds, while 

significant and important to prevent or at least detect promptly, are unlikely to result in a 

material error in the financial statements.  (Note:  Fraud is assumed in this discussion to 

include the misappropriation of assets.) 

 

From “Asset Misappropriation Research White Paper for the Institute of Fraud Prevention” by 

Chad Albrecht, Mary-Jo Kranacher & Steve Albrecht comes the following definition: 

In this final scenario, the organization pays for something it shouldn’t pay for or pays too 

much for purchased goods or services.  Research has shown that, of these three types 

of asset misappropriation, fraud involving purchases is, by far, the most common and 

expensive for organizations. 

 

So if the 12:1 waste factor is material to the financial statements, then it qualifies as fraud under 

the Sarbanes-Oxley law.  It is asset misappropriation, paying too much for purchased services.  

As for materiality, the waste factor equals 76% of pre-tax income for the business sector.  Every 

source I looked at indicated that 5% of pre-tax income would be a widely accepted threshold at 

which the item must be considered material. 

 

To completely nail this down, we need to be sure that the services could be purchased from 

other vendors.  The comparison below shows that the life insurance industry and public 

employee pension plans already operate on the scale of Social Security and Medicare, so they 

can certainly handle the task – as they have done safely and successfully for centuries! 
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This asset misappropriation inflicts great economic hardship and forces policy into an 

accelerating downward spiral:  the waste factor creates need for help, which Washington gladly 

meets by increasing the waste factor … which creates more need for help … which drives a 

further increase in the waste factor … repeat.  This destructive cycle won’t stop – and we cannot 

rescue our children and grandchildren - until we expose this betrayal of public trust and replace 

the Transfer-Payment funding method with the Retirement-Plan funding method. 

 

There is also some synergy with the broader effort to curb corruption in politics.  If a leading 

purpose of political contributions and electioneering expenditures is to purchase “favors” or 

“protection” in some form, then it follows that by eliminating the pain caused by the 12:1 waste 

factor … we will sharply reduce both demand for (and tolerance of) favors and protection. 

 

Well, now you’ve met the 12:1 waste factor.  Next we’ll look at what it has done to us. 
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Equipping fact-checkers to:  See the DAMAGE 

Understand What the 12:1 Waste Factor Has Done to Us 

This is the root cause of our unsustainable fiscal path.  The Transfer-Payment funding method 

denies us the power of compound interest, and must double the taxes on each generation to 

keep paying benefits.  See history chart below. 

Congress sends Mom and Dad a benefit check … but the CASH to pay that check comes from 

taking even more taxes out of Junior’s paycheck.  So there’s no net gain in family income … 

and no economic growth.  Sounds familiar, huh?  No net gain in family income and no economic 

growth – now where have we seen that? 

In the Retirement-Plan funding method, Mom and Dad’s contributions went into a true 

retirement-plan account which invested in, say, utility stocks.  When they retire, we keep right on 

paying our utility bills, the utility earns a profit and pays a dividend, the retirement plan pays 

Mom and Dad a benefit check … and nothing extra had to be taken out of Junior’s 

paycheck!  Family income goes up and the economy grows. 

It really is that simple.  Just get compound interest working for us instead of against us, and we 

will all start prospering immediately. 

 

 

You can see how this waste factor has degraded America’s standard of living for several 

generations already.  Our grandparents paid an average of 5.6% of covered payroll to provide 

these benefits – which can be provided for 2.5% using the Retirement-Plan funding method. 

Our parents paid an average 11.4% over their careers.  We Baby Boomers are on schedule to 

have paid an average 20.4%.  Our children are scheduled to pay an average 35.4% over their 

careers, with our grandchildren paying an average 43.8% and a final rate of 57% at the end of 

their careers!  See the proof of that 57% on the next page. 

  

Retirement-Plan funding method

OUR GRANDPARENTS paid

OUR PARENTS paid

WE BABY BOOMERS will pay

OUR CHILDREN will pay

OUR GRANDCHILDREN will pay

Contribution Rates by Generation

2.5% of covered payroll

career average   5.6%

11.4%

20.4%

35.4%

43.8%
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Understand What the Transfer-Payment Funding Method is Scheduled to Cost Us 

 

 

The cost is scheduled to rise from today’s all-in 30% of covered payroll, to 57% by 2092-95.  

Payroll taxes provide 15.3% and the rest comes from income taxes, referred to by the delightful 

and innocuous euphemism, “general revenue transfers” … meaning, our wallets. 

There are five pieces which need to be added together to reach the sum, and there is some 

work involved in making the calculation.  The raw data is all in the Trustees Report(s), but 

expressed differently.  The retirement and disability pieces of Social Security are forecast as 

percent of taxable Social Security payroll (limited to $127,200 per year of earnings in 2017). 

The HI piece of Medicare is forecast as percent of taxable HI payroll (no limit). 

Parts B and D of Medicare are forecast as percent of GDP. 

The debt-service piece is calculated as payments to retire a 30-year bond at 3% interest.  My 

experience in turnaround consulting tells me that creditors holding 3/4 of our debt will not likely 

stand by and idly watch with empty hands while the other 1/4 gets repaid.  So as the Trust 

Funds get repaid, other creditors will take steps to see that they, too, get repaid.  And thus it 

seems prudent to forecast that we will need to make debt-service payments to retire our debt. 
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Equipping fact-checkers to:  See the SAFETY 

History of the Retirement-Plan funding method 

The key to safely investing in stock markets is to take guesswork out of it.  The proven 

approach is to pay cash for your investments, diversify, and just collect the profits from 

ownership of the economy.  Some years you collect more profits than others, but over 

the long term you earn the average rate of return and meet your obligations. 

Where investors get in trouble is guessing which specific stocks will move, and when.  If 

you concentrate in just a few and guess wrong, or put arbitrary deadlines on the market 

to meet your expectations by a certain date in the short term, you can lose. 

But if you take the approach of a long-term owner of the economy, spreading a large 

portfolio across the whole spectrum of available stocks, then just collect the profits each 

year and reinvest, you achieve the same safe and successful performance enjoyed for 

centuries by the life insurance industry and public employee pension plans. 

It is also insulting to our heritage to claim that guaranteed pain is the best America can 

do.  We’ve made magnificent advances in liberating people from slavery and oppression, 

medicine (stents to open up blocked arteries), communications (talk to someone on the 

other side of the planet at the push of a button), transportation, and discoveries in many 

other fields.  It is absolutely ludicrous and insulting to claim that in the field of public 

policy, somehow the best we can do is … guaranteed pain?  Really? 

We will be even safer than the life insurance industry and public employee pension 

plans, which have proven safe and successful for centuries.  Why will we be even safer?  

They have diversified across just 25% of the economy (publicly held companies), and 

are last in line to get paid (companies pay dividends after all the operating expenses and 

debt service).  But our portfolio will be diversified across 100% of the economy (every 

payroll) and will be first in line to get paid (payroll is usually first). 

 

Ability to adjust 

The 12:1 waste factor becomes our 12:1 cushion as soon as we convert.  We’ll have a 

70-year time frame in which to make adjustments as needed.  Annuity issuers will likely 

structure the deal as one fixed annuity equal to our existing Social Security benefits, plus 

one variable annuity based on economic growth. 

The fixed annuity would be supported by bonds secured by the payroll tax receipts from 

1.6% growth in real GDP.  That would be very stable, and would replace the 42% wage 

replacement of existing Social Security benefits.  The variable annuity would be 

supported by payroll tax receipts on economic growth above 1.6%.  If we hit exactly the 

6.5% return we based the calculation on, then the variable annuity pays 47% wage 

replacement or so.  If we don’t quite hit the 6.5%, then the variable annuity won’t quite hit 
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the additional 47% wage replacement.  If we do better than the 6.5% return, then the 

variable annuity would do better than 47% wage replacement. 

We can also stretch out the amortization schedule to ensure that we hit our targets.  We 

start out applying the $12 we already pay as follows:  $2 goes into the Retirement Plan 

so we double our benefits, $3 stays with Treasury to balance the budget, and $7 goes to 

the transition-cost portfolio. 

If we see that we aren’t quite hitting the 6.5% return, we can adjust and start putting 

$2.20 into workers’ Retirement Plan accounts and use $6.80 for debt-service, stretching 

out the amortization schedule to 94 years instead of 90.  No problem. 

We have enormous cushion and reserves, and a very long time frame.  We can easily 

adjust along the way to ensure that we hit our targets. 

Personally, I think we will far exceed our targets.  Consider the chart below: 

 

The chart goes in reverse chronological order because it is arrayed in order of the waste 

factor decreasing as we go from left to right. 
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Each data point shows the waste factor as % of GDP at that time, followed by the % 

annual growth in real GDP at the time.  The text box accompanying each data point 

identifies the time period and describes what kind of stewardship was being practiced at 

the time, and the average annual real return on the Dow Jones Industrial Average for 

that period. 

The average annual stock market real rate of return throughout the 90-year period is 

about 8%. During periods of good stewardship it averages about 15%; during bad 

stewardship, about 2%.  Since the ER solution eliminates the 12:1 waste factor and 

ushers in a sustained era of good stewardship, I believe we can easily surpass the 90-

year average return of 8%. 

 

Hypocrisy 

Seeing hypocrisy helps us gain a sense of comfort about the safety of the Retirement-

Plan funding method.  In the context of the 2010 Trotter for Congress campaign in San 

Antonio, I researched the career of the incumbent, Charlie Gonzalez.  He had worked as 

a teacher, municipal court judge, county court judge, and state district court judge before 

running for the Congressional seat his Dad had held for 38 years. 

So that means Charlie was covered by four different versions of the Retirement-Plan 

funding method:  TX Teacher Retirement, the municipal employees plan, the county 

employees plan, and the TX state employee plan.  In addition, as a state district court 

judge, he played a role in supervising the life insurance industry in TX. 

Now, imagine Charlie waving to the adoring crowd as he boards a plane in San Antonio 

for the flight to Washington.  At that moment, the Retirement-Plan funding method is 

safe enough for his own family, all the public employees of TX, and all the life insurance 

policies in TX.  But when he disembarks in Washington DC, somehow the Retirement-

Plan funding method is no longer considered safe? 

What the heck happened on that plane ride?   

We’re the same people with the same income and life expectancy as when he boarded 

the plane.  The Retirement-Plan funding method was safe enough for his own family, all 

the public employees of TX, and all the life insurance policies in TX when he boarded 

the plane.  But upon arrival in Washington DC, somehow the Retirement-Plan funding 

method is suddenly thought to be not safe enough for Social Security or Medicare? 

This is nuts.  Roughly 70% of Congress show the same pattern as Charlie, having 

worked in State or local government before joining Congress.  Their own behavior 

proves that they know full well the Retirement-Plan funding method is quite safe. 
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Name the group you think cannot figure this out 

This is a very effective rebuttal to those who say that converting Social Security and 

Medicare to the true Retirement-Plan funding method “just cannot be done.” 

Really?  Well, then, name the group that you think cannot figure out how to leave our 

Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so it does what it is supposed to do.  Is it 

women?  Do you say this cannot be done because you think women cannot figure it 

out?  They’ve been figuring it out for centuries in every municipal building in the country!  

Every school house, fire station, police and utilities building.  Every courthouse.  Every 

State building.  Every life insurance building. 

Do you think that when the tip of a woman’s pretty little shoe breaks the plane of the 

entrance to the U.S. Capitol … WHOOOOSH!!! … she just forgets how to leave our 

Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so it does what it is supposed to do?  

Really? 

My wild guess is that if you suggested that women cannot figure this out, women would 

come bounding out of their seats breathing fire!  They would rather sternly and 

emphatically insist that women most certainly can figure it out!  They might even 

introduce you to some bodily harm as a reminder to not ever insult women again. 

Similar story with other groups.  Want to dare suggest that African-Americans cannot 

figure out how to leave our Retirement-Plan money in the Retirement Plan so it does 

what it is supposed to do?  Hispanics?  Gays?  States?  Public employees?  Any group? 

Well, if every group would vociferously insist that they most certainly can figure it out, 

then … let’s do it! 

 

Name the step you think will not work 

Every step in the ER solution is a transaction we already perform hundreds of millions of 

times in America.  Challenge critics to name the step they think will not work. 

Create a Master Trust?  Congress creates programs all the time.  Of course this works. 

Calculate the balance due each participant?  Social Security sends out a calculation of 

our accrued benefit every year, already.  Of course this works. 

Master Trust issues securities evidencing ownership of the stream of future payroll-tax 

receipts?  Agencies issue securities all the time.  Of course this works. 
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Life insurance companies issue annuity contracts into our personal accounts within the 

Retirement Plan?  That’s their business, they already do it daily.  Of course this works. 

Keep paying the payroll taxes we already pay?  We already do this.  Of course it works. 

Master Trust sends the designated portion of payroll-tax receipts to workers’ accounts 

within the Retirement Plan?  That’s just like payroll deductions, already done hundreds 

of millions of times every month.  Of course this works. 

Master Trust sends the designated portion of payroll-tax receipts to the debt-service 

fund?  That’s just like school districts paying their scheduled principal and interest with 

the designated portion of property-tax receipts.  Of course this works. 

Life insurance companies manage portfolio liquidity to meet their annuity obligations?  

They’ll need to adjust to a new portfolio mix - if they had been at 60/40 Stocks/Bonds, 

they’ll need to adjust to 50/30/20 Master Trust/Stocks/Bonds.  But that’s no problem; it’s 

their business, they already re-balance the mix quarterly.  Of course this works.   

Beneficiaries select a provider to receive their Medicare annuity and administer their 

benefits?  That’s already done.  Instead of Congress selecting one administrator for a 

Medicare region, each beneficiary makes their own selection.  Of course this works. 

Every step will work.  Sure, we need to cooperate a little bit, but given the huge Win-Win 

for everyone, I think we can sell the concept and gain the cooperation.  It’s certainly 

worth at least a very serious-minded effort … because the scheduled alternative is to 

crush our children and grandchildren with debt and doubling of tax burdens. 

As a final thought on the SAFETY concern, ponder this.  To those who say that 

Congress is protecting us by handling Social Security and Medicare this way … ask 

them, “Do we really need to buy $12 of protection for a $1 risk?” 

 

One specific caution for public employees 

Don’t fall for the nostrum that “we’ll just raise taxes on business” to make up the shortfall.  

Bullfeathers!  Business will just increase prices and pass along the tax increase.  If you 

don’t solve this problem now, your children and grandchildren will get crushed by either 

higher taxes or higher prices.  Make no mistake about this.  There is no free lunch.  

Either partner with Trump and solve the problem by eliminating the 12:1 waste factor, or 

doom your children and grandchildren to being crushed by increased taxes and prices. 

Trump will partner with you to get this done by eliminating the pain.  Both political parties 

have made it clear that they will only address this by forcing more pain down our throats.  
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Equipping fact-checkers to:  See the CREDIBILITY 
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